We could not however be more proud of each and every one of our students. They have faced challenges that no other groups of students have had to face in recent times and are walking away with skillsets and knowledge that will support them achieving at a wide range of top universities. We wish all of them every success in their university courses or employment opportunities.

Students in our 2020 Year 13 cohort achieved an excellent set of results:

- 100% achieved at least one Distinction grade level at BTEC Level 3.
- 100% of students achieved A*-E A-Level passes
- The average Academic grade was B-.
- The average Applied General grade was a Distinction+
- 90% of students who applied for university secured their top choice university.
- 13% students gained a place at a prestigious Russell Group University.
- 66% of Year 13 students went to university, 34% found employment and or gained an apprenticeship.
- 100% Academic Retention rate, 96% Applied General Retention rate in Year 13 (the percentage of students who get to the end of their study programme).
Highlighting the breadth of talent at the school, students are progressing onto diverse university courses such as Psychology, English, Maths, Forensic Science, History, Economics, Criminology, Politics, Law, Physiotherapy and Mechanical Engineering.

There were also a number of impressive individual performances, for example:

- Kasper Lee will be studying Mathematics, Operational Research, Statistics and Economics (MORSE) at Warwick next year after achieving a number of the highest possible grades he could as an A-Level student at The Appleton School. He earned an A* grade in three of his subjects; Computer Studies, Maths and Further Maths, as well as an A grade in Physics.

- Lottie Willcox achieved an impressive three A* grades in Maths, Further Maths, English Literature and an A grade in Chemistry as an A-Level student at The Appleton School. Lottie will be studying Maths at University of Southampton.

- Stephen Mundy will be studying Mechanical Engineering at the University of Bath next year after picking up excellent A-Level results at The Appleton School. He achieved two A* grades in both Maths and Physics as well as an A grade in History.

- Marina D’Lima achieved two A* grades in Government and Politics and History as well as an A grade in English Literature and is looking forward to studying Politics at Sheffield University.
• Joshua Budd achieved two A* grades in Psychology and Business and an A grade in English Literature at The Appleton School. Joshua will be studying Business Management at Loughborough University.
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• Oliver Smith achieved an A* grade in Biology as well as two A grades in Chemistry and Physics and is looking forward to studying Chemistry at the University of York.
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• Ellie Cass is looking forward to studying Law at the University of Liverpool next year. Ellie achieved an A* grade in History and three A grades in English Language, English Literature and Psychology.
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• Ellie French will be studying English and History at the University of Nottingham next year after picking straight three straight A grades in English Literature, History and Government and Politics at The Appleton School.
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We wish all our Sixth Form students every success with their upcoming applications for UCAS and apprenticeships.